Online booking
and scheduling sofware
Provide your customers with your real-time
availabilities on your company’s services
and resources, 24h/7d

How does making appointments online ?
Your agenda is filling up
You can access your schedule from your computer, tablet
and smartphone. You have the view on appointments
booked by your team, services, rooms and equipments
available. Your schedule can be synchronized with Google
Calendar, Outlook, Office 365 or Ical.
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Your customers book appointments online !
Thanks to our easy to integrate solution, your customers
have access to your agenda directly from your website, social
networks profiles, Google My Business, and even your email signature. They check your availabilities and choose a slot for the
appointment. You also have the possibility to add a payment
request before the
appointment validation.
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Your customers receive a reminder message

Stop no-show appointments ! Your customers
receive an email or text message reminding them
the details of the appointment.

You win customer reviews

After each appointment, you have the option to send
an email to your clients to collect their feedback. The
review can be directly added to your Google My
Business listing to increase your brand awareness and
your web presence.
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Your customer database is growing

All your contacts are stored in a CRM! Each one of your
contacts has a customer record on which the appointment
history is located. Integrating GDPR consent directly, you
have the possibility to execute direct marketing actions
with Email campaigns.
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31% of respondents would
be more likely to choose a
new service provider if that
provider offered online
booking option
(source : GetApp)

78% of customers buy

no show rates...

40% of online
appointment scheduling
happening after-hours
(source : LSA Insider)

from the first responder.
(source : Harvard
Business Review)
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The most important benefit to Plurial Novilia has been the
decongestion of its call-center and physical
receptions. But that’s not all !
This allowed Plurial Novilia to propose seven appointment
categories available for online appointments, with specific
durations set for each.
Plurial Novilia,
Social Housing Company

Online scheduling saves us a lot of time, because we no
longer need to synchronize our own calendars to book
appointments. In addition, it also allows us to
significantly reduce our workload outside the gym opening
hours. Our clients called us to book
appointments when they thought about it.
Stephane Herrgott,
Manager, Coach and founder of Flash Form

Ease and modernist. I advise this service to everyone
because it allows a real time saving for users.
Patrick Lecomte,
Manager of Lecomte Prestige and Siligom
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How do business and customers respond
to booking online ?

À propos d’Agendize
At Agendize we are convinced each person is a potential entrepreneur, and we have the mission to help
them achieve his or her ambitions.
We are the creators of a customer engagement SaaS plateform that
improves business productivity for customer conversion, engagement and retention.
Agendize offers a sophisticated and scalable online appointment
scheduling solution that adapts to any size business within industry and sector.

«We were very pleased with Agendize’s powerful

«The simplicity of the configuration was a leitmotif of

suite of APIs and the ability to customize interfaces in

our study. We had to find the solution that

producing a German-language version for our clients.

offered both the greatest ease and the best

Having Agendize as a preferred partener will add

integration in our notorial ecosystem, especially with

crucial value for them»

its security constraints »

Michael Oschmann, CEO of Sellwerk

Damien Gréau, R&D Manager Groupe ADSN

They trust us :

#Be
PROUD

#Be
HUMBLE

#Be
HELPFULL
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